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**14. ABSTRACT**

Networks are essential for both quantum and classical systems for transporting information between network nodes. Networks define abstractions and interfaces required for establishing stable communication frameworks required for network applications to communicate. Advances in network protocols and architectures have led to the development of software-defined programmable networks. Previously, the feasibility of extending programmable network principles to build multinode quantum networks has been described. This project built upon a previously described programmable quantum network model to leverage new optical labels in the latest OpenFlow protocol to manage optical channels and lambda switching. Custom modifications to the OpenFlow protocol base code were developed to create new labels for managing the optical channels associated with quantum networks. Additionally, the OpenFlow match/action tables were modified to recognize and take action on new OpenFlow labels related to the quantum network attributes.
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1. Introduction

Quantum networks and quantum computing have been receiving a surge of interest recently.\textsuperscript{1–3} However, there has been little development of network abstractions to allow for communication between the quantum and classical components of a quantum network. We are interested in developing these abstractions by extending OpenFlow, which is a well-known software-defined network (SDN) protocol. Defining software-defined quantum networks has been proposed previously,\textsuperscript{4} and important quantum metadata attributes that need to be passed between the quantum and classical channels have been defined.\textsuperscript{5} We build upon these previous works by extending the OpenFlow protocol to recognize the metadata labels within packets and to match on those labels to route the packets accordingly.

In the remainder of the report we

1) formulate the specific problem we are trying to address,

2) give a brief introduction to the work that has previously been performed on this topic,

3) outline our approach for addressing the stated problem,

4) discuss the results of our approach, and

5) draw conclusions and indicate plans for future extensions to this work.

We are addressing the problem of communication between quantum and classical channels within a quantum network. Quantum applications generally require the synchronized transfer of information through both the quantum and classical channel. However, currently there are no standard communication protocols for communication between these channels. To address this issue, we extend the OpenFlow protocol with additional fields corresponding to quantum metadata that can be passed between the quantum and classical channels to facilitate quantum applications.

2. Background

In this section we give a brief introduction to quantum networks before briefly discussing SDNs.
2.1 Quantum Networks

Quantum networks are composed of a set of quantum systems connected via quantum communication channels\(^6\) and a set of classical systems connected via classical communication channels. These networks differ from standard classical networks by their use of quantum physical phenomena to achieve network functionalities on the quantum channels, such as encoding, transmitting, and decoding information.\(^7\) Specifically, quantum nodes communicate using entangled particles and perform calculations using quantum logic gates. Additionally, quantum computing uses a quantum bit (qubit) as its basic unit of computation, which exists in a probabilistic complex vector space where each qubit can be in a superposition of values, whereas classical computing uses bits from a discrete Boolean state space as its basic unit of computation. These differences make communication between the quantum and classical channels very difficult. However, communication between these channels is required for the transmission of important quantum metadata needed for quantum applications, and Dasari and Humble\(^5\) have previously defined the metadata attributes that are required for a quantum network. The current work extends theirs by adding the attributes to the OpenFlow protocol for software-defined networks, allowing for the transmission of those attributes throughout our emulated network and, therefore, communication between the classical and quantum channels (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1  Quantum teleportation using quantum circuits. The gamma photon on the left is teleported to the right using both the quantum and classical channel.
SDNs differ from standard networks by separating the control and data plane of the network. That is, while in a standard network each switch has its own control intelligence, in an SDN the control intelligence is removed from the switches and placed in a centralized controller. This forces the switches to act as forwarding devices, while the centralized intelligence installs logic into the switches as needed. The controller itself can service many switches, which allows the controller to build a global view of the network; therefore, more-informed and more-intelligent behavior can be implemented.

SDNs have previously been proposed for use with quantum networks. SDN principles applied to a quantum network allow for easier communication between the classical and quantum components; in particular, abstractions can be defined within the networking protocols to allow for such communications, and logic can be easily installed onto the controller to handle those communications appropriately. OpenFlow is a widespread protocol that adheres to SDN principles and is commonly used to develop such networks.

3. Approach

SDN principles allow for a programmable control plane from which a network operating system (OS) can be made. The network OS can be used to coordinate the synchronized transfer of information across disparate communication channels. This is especially useful when trying to build a standardized communication protocol to allow the quantum and classical channels to work together. Synchronizing the quantum and classical channels requires the introduction of new quantum metadata attributes at the packet level, which also requires changes in the software at the switch and controller level (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 A snippet of code from the OpenVSwitch code base where we added a new field corresponding to the quantum channel

3.1 Metadata

Quantum metadata specifying parameters and protocols for the quantum channel and application is required for quantum applications to run on a quantum network. The metadata attributes that we added to OpenFlow are several of those proposed and defined by Dasari and Humble. Specifically, we added the following labels:

- **QCHANNEL**: a unique identifier for the quantum channel for which the rest of the metadata applies (i.e., which channel communications and quantum applications will be performed)
- **QCOM**: a unique identifier for the quantum application to be performed (e.g., quantum key distribution or teleportation)
- **QEC**: a unique identifier for the quantum error correction protocol to be used for detecting and correcting errors.

3.2 Switch

In an SDN, switches function as fast-forwarding devices with no internal intelligence of their own. However, the switches still need to be able to recognize the labels or attributes of the incoming packets in order to route them according to the logic installed by the controller.

We chose OpenVSwitch as our switch mostly because of its widespread use and support as well as its inclusion in the Mininet network emulator. The main drawback of OpenVSwitch is that it is an enormous code base (comprising hundreds of files and hundreds of thousands of lines of code). As a result, ensuring consistency throughout the code base is a challenge. Additionally, though there is a fairly large community, there has not been much work in adding new fields to the code base, resulting in only a small amount of documentation and guidance for this task.
Despite these setbacks we were able to define our labels in OpenVSwitch and achieve consistency throughout the code base, allowing us to recognize our labels and send packets with our labels on to the controller. Figure 3 shows one place we added our labels.

### 3.3 Controller

In an SDN the controller contains all of the intelligence of the network. When a switch encounters a packet it does not know how to route, it forwards it to the controller, which decides what should be done with the packet. Furthermore, the controller will install that logic onto the switch so that the switch will know what to do the next time a similar packet arrives.

We chose Ryu as our controller for 2 reasons: Mininet easily interfaced with Ryu, and of all the controllers we investigated, Ryu appeared to be the most straightforward to add new label capabilities. To add our labels to Ryu, we needed to define the labels as well as functions for parsing our new labels. Figure 4 shows the functions we created for one of our new labels. After adding our labels and parsing functions, we are able to see our labels and values within the controller as well as being passed between the switch and controller using WireShark.

```python
class NXActionQCHANNEL(NXAction):
    _subtype = nicira_ext.NXAST_QCHANNEL

    OCHANNEL = ':I'

    def __init__(self, type=None, len=None, experimenter=None, subtype=None):
        super(NXActionQCHANNEL, self).__init__()
        self.qchannel = QCHANNEL

    @classmethod
    def parser(cls, buf):
        (QCHANNEL) = struct.unpack_from(cls.fmt_str, buf, 0)
        return cls(QCHANNEL)

    def serialize_body(self):
        data = bytearray()
        msg.pack_into(self.fmt_str, data, 0, self.qchannel)
        return data
```

**Fig. 4** A code snippet from the Ryu code base showing the parsing function we wrote for one of our new labels

### 3.4 WireShark

To verify that the packets being sent through the network contain our new labels, we used the packet sniffing tool WireShark. However, our labels are not present in standard packets, so we modified a plugin for WireShark, allowing it to parse and
display our labels when it encountered them in a packet. Using Wireshark, we could see a packet with one of our labels traveling from the switch to the controller (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5  WireShark output showing our custom qchannel label

4. Results

After extensive modifications to OpenVSwitch and adding our labels and parsing capabilities to Ryu, we were able to send and recognize packets between the switch and controller. Furthermore, we were able to verify this claim by modifying WireShark to be able to recognize our labels. Achieving this transmission of new labels between the switch and controller is a promising result, as it shows that our quantum metadata labels are able to be passed through the network allowing for communication between the quantum and classical channels, which will facilitate quantum applications and make communication on the quantum channel more reliable.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this report we discussed our approach for enabling communication between the quantum and classical channels within a quantum network. We accomplished this by extending the OpenFlow protocol to allow for additional quantum metadata labels, corresponding to necessary information about the quantum channel and quantum applications, to be transmitted through the network. Standardized communication between the quantum and classical channels eases the process of developing quantum applications by removing the burden of achieving that communication from the developer. Additionally, these communications will allow
for more-reliable communications between the quantum channels by setting up the quantum channels and networking environment before the important data are transmitted.

In the future we plan to extend this work by allowing a nonswitch node to send a packet containing the quantum metadata labels to the switch and have it routed appropriately. We are also planning to apply our framework to a physical multinode quantum network after more testing is completed in our emulated environment.
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